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Turbulence Likely to Continue Given High Valuations and Uncertainty

In February and March, both the
Dow Jones Industrial Average and
the S&P 500 plunged about 35%
marking the fastest-ever fall from
a record to a bear market—a drop
of 20% or more. After reaching
the year’s low on March 23rd, U.S.
stocks then began an unprecedented recovery with the S&P 500
notching its strongest five-month
rally in more than 80 years. The
S&P 500 made the round-trip from
record high to a bear market to a
new high in only 126 trading days,
the fastest-ever journey. During
previous market declines dating all
the way back to 1928, it took an average of more than 1,500 trading
sessions—or about six years—for
the index to climb back to record
levels.
Market movements have been
wild this year because trading has
been driven almost entirely by speculation in the midst of great uncertainty. During the second quarter,
earnings amongst S&P 500 companies dropped 32%, and yet during
this time, stocks rapidly climbed
based on expectations of a strong
economic recovery post-pandemic.

enue than just a year ago helping
to drive shares up more than 50%
in 2020. In mid-September, Apple alone was responsible for over
half of the Dow Jones’ 4.8% 2020
return. The company is now worth
more than all of the small companies in the Russell 2000 index combined or the FTSE 100 index which
tracks the biggest companies listed
on the London Stock Exchange. Apple, Amazon, Google (Alphabet),
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low on March 23rd, U.S. stocks
then began an unprecedented
recovery with the S&P 500
notching its strongest fivemonth rally in more than 80
years.
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After the S&P 500 marked numerous new highs throughout
August before reaching a record
close on September 2nd, the index fell throughout most of September as investors grappled with
continued uncertainties around
earnings, lockdowns, economic
recovery, and upcoming elections.
The fall from recent highs that are
nearing correction territory—a fall
of 10%—reveal a highly uncertain
market grasping at limited data to
extrapolate about the future.

Tech and new economy stocks are
also favorites with individual investors who are now participating in
the market at around double the
level of a decade ago. Tesla is up
around 400% on the year making
it the largest auto manufacturer
and the eighth largest U.S. company. Yet, the company now trades at
a price to earnings ratio north of
1,100. Simply falling to Apple’s inflated P/E ratio would result in an
astounding loss of about 97%.

As earnings were collapsing, many
analysts were also projecting that
2021 earnings would surpass those
recorded prior to the pandemic. But as fears have again arisen
about the ongoing economic costs
of lockdowns and changed behavior guesses about the future have The spread between returns withgrown less optimistic, driving equi- in sectors is also huge. Through late
ty markets into retreat.
September, annual returns for information tech and consumer disSpeculation is also driving the gap cretionary (think Amazon) were up
between market losers and win- 26.6% and 22.5%. Conversely, the
ners to even greater levels. The energy and financial sectors were
massive technology behemoths down 48.4% and 21.3% respectivehave mostly benefited from socie- ly. Outside of big tech, the stocks
tal changes forced by the pandem- of most companies in the S&P 500
ic, and more significantly, the per- are down on the year reflecting the
ception of their relative strength broader economy’s struggles. As
has possibly increased even more. hedge-fund billionaire William AckApple investors are willing to pay man, founder of Pershing Square
about twice as much for a given
dollar of today’s earnings and revContinued ...
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Capital Management LP, wrote in growth expectations.
a recent letter to shareholders. “If
there were a stock market index of If COVID disruptions were not alprivate, small businesses, it would ready creating enough uncertainty,
likely be down 50% or more.”
the U.S. faces presidential elections
in early November. Traders are poSo, what does this all mean look- sitioning for a highly volatile elecing forward? While economic activ- tion season by making investments
ity remains low, most believe that that would reward them for not
the worst is past. U.S. manufactur- just high volatility, but also volatiling and services are accelerating, ity that extends possibly well into
hiring has been up for the past four December. Strategies and elevated
plus months, and consumer spend- safe-haven holdings reveal much
ing keeps rising. Unfortunately, greater anxiety than four years ago.
both Europe and Asia are faltering The winner of the election is also
somewhat under new lockdowns, likely to influence market direcand purchasing-manager surveys in tions. A Trump win likely means
France, Germany and Japan point- more of the same for the economy
ed to a decline in activity at busi- and stocks, although COVID’s innesses that provide services during fluence will be felt for a long time.
September, an indication that the A Biden win will likely introduce
global economy is struggling to re- much greater uncertainty. His deturn to growth.
clared tax and economic policies
are decidedly anti-growth, yet it is
Longer-term, the Congressional difficult to discern how much of his
Budget Office projected that the platform is political posturing verU.S. economy is likely to grow more sus actual policy goals. In addition,
slowly in coming decades and the even with a Biden win, implementpublic debt burden will increase ing higher corporate, personal and
more than previously forecast, wealth taxes along with various
partly due the coronavirus-induced new or tighter regulations faces
recession. The agency is projecting obstacles and time to implement.
an average annual GDP growth of
1.6% from 2020 to 2050, rough- With all the ongoing uncertainty
ly a quarter percentage point less combined with high valuations, the
than it forecast only a year ago in market is very likely to remain volJune 2019. By comparison, growth atile, at least through 2020. Longaveraged 2.5% from 1990 to 2019. term productivity headwinds and
While COVID has contributed to lower corporate profitability could
lower forecasts, the U.S. along with pull valuations back toward historother developed countries faces ically common levels, yet incrediseveral headwinds to expansion in- bly low interest rates and the percluding lower productivity growth, ceived unattractiveness of bonds
a greater regulatory burden, and could keep investors in stocks inslowdowns in population growth. definitely, maintaining support for
Muted long-term growth projec- even today’s lofty valuations. It aptions suggest poor fundamental pears that headwinds make strong
support for today’s high market market annual returns over the
valuations largely based on strong next decade unlikely, but anything

can happen in the shorter term,
particularly during a contentious
election in the midst of a politicized
pandemic.

This commentary is furnished for informational purposes
only and is not investment advice, a solicitation, an offer
to buy or sell, or a recommendation of any security to any
person. Opinions, beliefs and/or thoughts are as of the
date given and are subject to change without notice. The
information presented in this commentary was obtained
from sources and data considered to be reliable, but its
accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed. It should
not be used as a primary basis for making investment decisions. Consider your own financial circumstances and
goals carefully before investing. Certain sections of this
commentary contain forward-looking statements that
are based on our reasonable expectations, estimates,
projections, and assumptions. Forward-looking statements are not indicators or guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which
are difficult to predict. Past performance is not indicative
of future results. Diversification strategies do not ensure
a profit and cannot protect against losses in a declining
market. All indices are unmanaged and investors cannot
invest directly into an index. You should not assume that
an investment in the securities or investment strategies
identified was or will be profitable.
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